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Abstract--Although t e limiting effects of the curse of dimensionality can be quite prohibitive in dynamic 
programming of higher dimensions, a number of algorithms have nevertheless been developed to 
ameliorate these problems. Widespread use of these algorithms has nevertheless not been experienced, 
primarily because users are unaware of them or find them difficult to implement. This paper continues 
a previous effort to study and present a didactic treatment of these algorithms via a sample of illustrative 
problems where their computational properties can be exemplified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the frequent laments of Professor Bellman is the significant role played by the curse of 
dimensionality in limiting the widespread exploitation of the attributes of dynamic programming 
(DP). This dilemma, characterized in terms of excessive computer storage and other computational 
requirements of conventional DP algorithms, becomes pronounced when higher dimensional 
problems are involved. Several authors have written extensively on this subject. Over the years, 
however a number of ingenious approaches have been proposed for mitigating this situation [1, 2]. 
We expect his realm of research to become active again especially because of the advances in 
computers, parallel computation and computer science in general. 
The specific objective of this research is to extend the work of Esogbue and Singh [3] 
by comparing the following three such methods, namely: the imbedded state space approach, 
Wong's decomposition technique and the hybrid algorithm. This involves a computational study 
and analysis of these algorithms using sample problems and an evaluation of their effectiveness 
in terms of computing time, memory requirements, accuracy of results, size of problems handled 
and other measures of the effectiveness of algorithms, such as those found in the theory of 
complexity. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHMS STUDIED 
In this section, we present a description of the three algorithms which constitute the central 
concern of this study. For didactic reasons, we also include at the end of each algorithm's 
description the flowcharts used to implement the experiments. 
2.1, Wong's Decomposition Technique [4] 
Wong's approach is a decomposition procedure for relaxing the usually excessive high-speed 
memory requirements and interpolations a sociated with the conventional DP algorithm. The basic 
philosophy of this procedure is to decompose the tabular arrays of data into blocks of data, and 
then perform the DP calculations over the whole tabular array by performing calculation on each 
block separately. 
This method uses the nearest neighbor technique. Sometimes it is possible to effect a further 
decomposition of a dynamic program in order to reduce computer storage or time requirements. 
One of the simpler ideas involves trading computer time for storage by partitioning the state space 
as follows. 
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Fig. 1. Decomposition of the state space. 
Let M be the smallest integer such that the problem under consideration could be solved with 
M times more high-speed memory than is available. Then divide the admissible state space X(k) 
into M regions Rl(k), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  M. Defined by the following expression (see Fig. 1): 
Ri(k ) ~- {x(k) ~ X(k ) l xnmin W [(i - 1)/ M](x, max- Xnrnin) ~ Xn(k )
Xnmin + (i/M)(x . . . .  - -  X, min)}, (1) 
where x, mi, and x, m=x are, respectively, the lower and upper limits of x. on the lattice structure. 
We note that the regions are formed by dividing the coordinate axis corresponding to the n th 
state variable into M equal intervals and considering those points that have projections onto the 
ith interval as forming Rf(k). The nth coordinate is not sacrosanct since the ordering of the 
coordinates i arbitrary. 
We now show how the above decomposition is applied to the reeursive quation of a terminal 
control dynamic program. For each i, consider a subset of the admissible control set U[x(k), k] 
defined as follows: 
U[x(k), kle,--- {u(k) ~ U[x(k), kl] V[x(k), u(k), k] ~ R,(k + l)}. (2) 
The subset of control expressed by definition (2) is the control that produces the next state 
F[x(k), u(k), k] in R(k + 1), given that the initial state is x(k), and a control action u(k) is taken 
at stage k. We next define the functional 
J[x(k), kle ` -- min (l[x(k), u(k), k] + J[F(x(k), u(k), k), k + l]}, (3) 
u(k)eU[x(k), k]Ri 
which is the minimum cost over all controls that produce the next state Fix(k), u(k), k] in 
Rt(k + 1). An immediate consequence of the minimization operation is the result 
J[x(k), k] = min{J[x(k), k]e ' : i = 1, 2 . . . .  , M}. (4) 
The decomposition procedure is based on result (4) and essentially consists of calculating the 
optimal cost J[x(k),k] first for states x(k)~Rl(k) and then successively for all states 
x(k) ~ Rl(k), i = 2, 3, . . . ,  M. 
It also involves the technique which reduces dimensionality by characterizing pairs of subsets 
of the state space with the property that the only allowable transition from the state of one subset 
are to the states of the other. It is possible to reduce an n state variable dynamic program to an 
m(m < n) state variable one by exploiting such characterizations. An example of this type of 
reduction of dimensionality is a control problem with n state variables and m transition equations. 
Since the transition (usually difference or differential) equations govern the motion of the system, 
it is often possible to reduce an n-dimensional problem to an m-dimensional problem. For an 
example of this approach, see Ref. [5]. 
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Let m be the number of control variables and let n be the number of state variables. If m < n, 
then a substantial saving in high-speed memory requirement can be achieved by transforming the 
state space so that the control vector changes only m of the state variables. 
As a result, (n - m) of the state variables in the next state can be fixed, and values of minimum 
cost at the next state need be stored only as a fraction of m of the state variables. 
For the scalar control case (m = 1), the transformation consists of rewriting 
x(k + 1) = Fix(k), u(k), k] in the following form: 
x](k + 1) = x2(k) 
x2(k + 1) = x3(k) 
x._,(k + 1) = x . (k )  
x,,(k + 1) =f,,{xt(k), x2(k) . . . . .  x,,(k), u(k)}. (5) 
variables xl (k + 1), For fixed values of x2(k), x3(k) . . . .  , x,(k), the state 
XE(k + 1) . . . .  , x,_ i (k + 1) are also fixed. 
Thus at these fixed values, optimal control at all values of x,(k) can be computed by storing 
the minimum costs as a function of x,(k + 1) only. 
The point at which optimal control is computed at stage k and the corresponding points at stage 
k + 1 for which the minimum cost must be stored in high-speed memory are shown for an example 
where m = 1 and n = 2, in Fig. 2. For a higher dimensional problem, see Ref. [5]. 
2. I. 1. Steps of the Wong decomposition technique algorithm 
This algorithm may be decomposed into the following steps: 
Step 1. Initialize J[x(k), k]. 
Step2. Divide the admissible state space x(k) into M regions Ri(k), 
i = 1, 2 . . . .  , M, for k = 1 , . . . ,  K, using equation (1). 
Step 3. k ~ K - 1. 
Step 4. i l l .  
Step 5. Calculate Fix(k), u(k ), k]R~(k+ ]) for x(k ) ~ Ri(k ), u(k ) ~ U[x(k ), k]R, using 
equation (2). 
Step 6. Evaluate l[x(k), u(k), k] + J[F[x(k), u(k), k], k + 1]. 
Step 7. Calculate J[x(k), k]R, using equation (3). 
Step 8. i~-i + 1. If i ~< M, go to Step 5. 
Step 9. Calculate J[x(k), k] using equation (4). 
Step 10. k,,--k + 1. I f k  ~K,  go to Step 4. 
Step 11. Print the results and stop. 
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Fig. 2. State at stage k + I for which J [x(k  4- 1), k + 1] must be available in order to compute the optimal 
control for the indicated states at stage k. 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for Wong's decomposition technique, k ~index of stage variable; x(k)~n-dimensional 
state vector at stage k; u(k)a-m-dimensional control vector at stage k. 
2.2. Imbedded State Space Approach [6] 
In this algorithm the curse of dimensionality is successfully mitigated for a large class of problems 
by appealing to certain properties of the maximum convolution. 
A functional operation that occurs in a variety of mathematical programming (optimization) 
problems of economics and operations research is 
h(x) = max If(u) + g(v)], (6) 
u+v=x 
where f and g are real-valued, continuous functions of x = (xl . . . . .  x,) on the domain 
xj >t 0, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n, and u, v and x lie in this domain. 
We term h the maximum convolution o f f  and g and symbolize quation (6) by 
h =f~g.  (7) 
It would be of considerable value for the solution of problems involving the binary operation 
to determine and study functional transformations T which convert EB to ordinary addition, i.e. 
which have the disassociative property 
T( f~g)  --- Tf + Tg. (8) 
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To relate the above to a more familiar terrain, it is convenient to formulate quations (7) and (8) 
in an equivalent multiplicative form. 
Let the multiplicative maximum convolution of nonnegative functions F and G be defined by 
H(x)  = (F®G)(x )= max [F(u) x G(v)]. (9) 
u+v~x 
Then in place of equation (8), we consider 
T(F®G)  = (TF) x (TG). (10) 
The transformation T of equation (8) or equation (10) occupies a role in the study of maximum 
convolution comparable in many ways to that of the Laplace transform in ordinary convolution. 
By exploiting discontinuity properties of the "maximum convolution", the usual M-dimensional 
search over the entire state space can be reduced to a one-dimensional search over an imbedded 
state space in many cases, as proposed by Esogbue and Morin [6]. We outline this proposition in 
what follows. 
Consider the following functional equation of DP for additive costs: 
f(n, y) = max {r((n, y), d) + f(n - 1, T((n, y), d))} (11) 
d 
with the boundary condition 
f(0, y) = K(0, y); (12) 
in which f~ is the finite nonempty state space; d e D is a decision, where D is the finite nonempty 
set of decisions; T: [2 x D--*~ is the transition mapping; and r: f~ x D+R is the cost function. 
Consider a class of dynamic programs in which there exists a Z(n ,y )#6 such that 
r((n, y), d) = r,(z), T((n, y), d) = y - z and z ~ Z(n, y) ~, d ~ D(n, y). 
Under the assumption that all maxima are obtained, equation (11) is represented as a maximum 
convolution 
f(n, y) = max {rn(z) +f(n  - 1,y -- z)}. (13) 
zeZ(n, y) 
We will illustrate how the properties of the maximum convolution (13) can be used to mitigate the 
curse of dimensionality in the following multidimensional knapsack problem when the rn(z) are 
discontinuous and, in particular, when they are (or can be transformed into) step functions: 
N 
maximize ~, rj(xj) 
j=l 
N 
subject o ~ g~(xj) <~ bi i = 1, 2 . . . . .  M 
j= l  
xjeSj  j=  1,2 . . . .  ,N, (14) 
where (Vj)Sj = {0, 1 . . . . .  Kj} and rj: sj--)R+ is nondecreasing with rj(0) = 0, (V{j)gij: sj--*R+ with 
g#(O) = 0 and b = (b l ,  b2,..., be) >I O. 
Let f(n, ~) be the maximum objective function value of an undominated feasible solution to 
problem (14) in which only the first n variables (x~, x 2 . . . . .  x~) can be positive and whose resource 
consumption vector does not exceed p = (ill,//2 . . . . .  tim). When 
j= l  j=t  
and 
gu(xj) >~ ~ gu(Ycj) 
j= l  j= l  
with strict inequality holding in at least one of the (M + 1) inequalities, the feasible solution 
x --(xt, x2 . . . . .  x,) is said to be dominated by the feasible solution t---(.~1, ,~2 . . . . .  -~n). 
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For 0 ~< n ~< N, let R~ be the (domain) set of resource consumption vectors g,(k)= 
Igor(k), g2~(k),..., gM~(k)] of all undominated feasible values of xn --- k. Also, for 1 ~< n ~< N, let F~ 
be the set of resource consumption vectors ~ of all undominated feasible solutions (x~, x2 . . . . .  x~) 
to the following subproblem: 
maximize rAxi) 
j=l  
subject o ~ g~j(xj) ~< b, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  M 
j -1 
xj¢Sj j=  1 ,2 , . . . ,N .  (15) 
It is demonstrated [7] that Fn~ {R, wF,_ i u(R~$F~_ t)}, for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  N, where (R,~F,_ t) 
denotes the set obtained by forming all sums of one element of Rn with one element of F,_ ~. 
Therefore, for 1 ~< n ~< N we can recursively generate all feasible candidates for F~ from F,_ t and 
R, with the following functional equation: 
f (n ,  p) = {rn(k) +f(n  - l ,  [J - g~(k)) I g~(k) ~ Rn, []J - gn(k)] ~ Fn_t, ~ <~ b} (16) 
with the boundary condition 
f (0 ,  0) -- 0. 
Thus, instead of calculating f (n,  [J)VlJ ¢ t), we only have to calculate f(n, ~)Vp ¢ F~ and F~ can 
be constructed recursively from Rn and F~_ t. Furthermore, we can usually eliminate certain 
elements of either RnuUF~_ ~ or R~F~_ ~ as being inefficient or infeasible, thereby reducing the 
list length of F~. 
That is, an M-dimensional search is reduced to one-dimensional DP on the sequence of 
imbedded state spaces F0, FI . . . . .  F~ c t2. 
The following algorithm uses the above procedure to construct he successive imbedded state 
spaces and terminate with F,. Figure 4 shows the imbedded state space flowchart for solving 
problem (14). 
2.2. I. Steps of the imbedded state space algorithm for the multidimensional knapsack problem 
This algorithm may be decomposed into the following steps: 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
1. Set n -- 0, F o = {po} and f(0, po) = 0, where ~o = 0. 
2. n+--n + 1 and k+--0. 
3. If n > N, stop. 
4. Fn_ I = {~o,~, . . . . .  ~P}, where e ~--.[Fn_l[- 1. 
5. F,*-F,_ ,. 
6. k,,--k + 1. If k > K, go to Step 2. 
7. gn(k)= [gtn(k), gz~(k),..., gM~(k)]. If xn = k is infeasible, go to Step 2. 
8. p ,.--0. 
9. If g~(k) +/I e is infeasible, go to Step 13. 
10. If g~(k) + pe is dominated by some point in Fn, go to Step 13. 
11. F, ~-F,u{g~(k ) + ~'}. f(n, (gn(k) + [Je))c--r,(k ) + f(n - l, [je). 
12. Eliminate all the dominated points from F~, i.e. F~ ,,--F~- {all points 
dominated by g,(k) + pP}. 
13. p~-p + l. 
14. If p ~< P, go to Step 9. Otherwise, go to Step 6. 
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2.3. Hybrid Algorithm [8] 
This approach is a synthesis of the imbedded state space approach and branch-and-bound. The 
hybrid algorithm may be viewed as a DP recursion which uses bounding tests at each stage to 
eliminate (fathom) some of the states. Alternatively, it may be viewed as a branch-and-bound tree 
search which exploits elimination by dominance. 
Relaxations and fathoming criteria, which are fundamental to branch-and-bound, are incorpo- 
rated within the separation and initial fathoming provided by the DP framework in order to 
produce a hybrid algorithm. 
We will show how the hybrid algorithm is used in the multidimensional knapsack problem (14). 
Let XF(n) denote a subset of the set of feasible solutions of problem (15). If x e XF(n) is not 
dominated by any other elements of XF(n), then x is said to be efficient with respect o XF(n). 
Let XE(n) denote the set of efficient solutions of problem (15). 
Consider any x = (xt ... .  , x , )  ~ XE(n) and let 
[J = ~ gj(xj). 
j= l  
The residual problem at stage n, given x, is 
subject o 
N 
f(n + l ,b -#)=max ~ ri(xj) 
j=n+l  
N 
go(xj) <~ b;- fl; 1 <. i ~ M 
j=n+l  
x:~Sj n + l <<,j <<.N. 
(17) 
For each 0 ~< n ~< N - 1, let UB(n + 1, .) be an upper bound functional for f (n  + 1, .), i.e. 
f(n+l,b-~J)<<.UB(n+l,b-IJ) VO~<~ <b. (18) 
UB(n + 1, .) may be taken as the optimal value of any relaxation of the residual problem (17). 
Any known feasible solution of problem (14) provides a lower bound on f(N, b). The best of 
the known solutions will be called the incumbent and its value denoted LB, so that LB <<,f(N, b). 
By using the fathoming criteria [9], we can eliminate fficient partial solutions which cannot lead 
to a solution that is better than the incumbent. Namely, if for any x ~ XE(n), 
~rj(xj)+UB(n+l,b-~gj(xj))<<.LB, (19) 
j= l  j= l  
then no completion of x can be better than the incumbent. 
The lower bound may be improved during the course of the algorithm by finding additional 
feasible solutions. For more details, see Ref. [9]. 
In the hybrid algorithm, partial solutions are fathomed if they are infeasible, dominated or 
eliminated by bound. 
The hybrid algorithm for solving problem (14) may then be stated as follows. Figure 5 shows 
the flowchart for the hybrid algorithm. 
2.3.1. Steps of the hybrid algorithm for the multidimensional knapsack problem 
This algorithm may be decomposed into the following steps: 
Step 1. Set n = 1, Xt =st,  LB and UB = UBt(b); choose E e[0, 1]. 
Step 2. If LB = UB, stop. 
Step 3. Construct XF(n) by eliminating all infeasible lements of An. 
Step 4. Construct XE(n) by eliminating all dominated elements of XF(n). 
Step 5. Construct 
XX(n)= {x~XE(n) j~ rj(xj)+ UB(n + l ,b - j~  gj(xj))> LB}. 
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Step 6. 
Step 7. 
Step 8. 
Step 9. 
UB' =max rj(xj)+ UB n + 1, b -  gj(x/) x~XS(n)  
k j= l  j~ l  
and UB = min{UB, UB'}. 
Update LB if the better feasible solution is found. 
If (UB - LB)/UB ~< g, stop. The incumbent is sufficiently close to an optimal 
solution in value. 
If n = N, stop: either XS(N)  contains an optimal solution or the incumbent 
is optimal. Otherwise, set N = n + 1, generate Xn = XS(n - l)~Sn, and go 
to Step 3. 
3. IMPLEMENTATION OF  ALGORITHMS ON SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
Seven knapsack problems and four sequencing problems were solved on the CDC Cyber 170 
computer using the following four approaches: conventional DP,f Wong's decomposition tech- 
nique, the imbedded state space approach and the hybrid approach. 
Since the motivating factor for this study is to perform a comparative analysis of the efficiency 
of these methods, they were all applied to problems of a size that they can handle comfortably. 
3.1. The Separable Nonlinear Multidimensional Knapsack Problem [6] 
Consider the following problem: find X e E N so as to 
N 
maximize ~ rj(xfl 
j= l  
N 
subject o F. gu(xj) <~ bi i = 1, 2 . . . . .  M 
j=l  
x/~ Sj j = l, 2 . . . . .  N, (20) 
where (Vj) 
(o, 1,2 . . . . .  kj). 
For notational simplicity, the maximum permissible value for each variable is taken to be the 
same, namely K, though this is by no means essential. 
We assume that (¥j)r/: Sj---}R+ is a nondecreasing function. (Obviously, any nondecreasing 
real-valued function defined on some subset [0, Kj + 1]R+ is also noncreasing when defined on the 
corresponding integral domain Sj.) Without loss of generality, we assume that (Vj)rj(0) = 0 and 
(V/j)g•(0) = 0. Finally, b= (bl . . . .  , bM)>/0. Both the well-known knapsack problem and the 
multidimensional 0/1 version are special cases of the foregoing [6]. 
3.2. The Capacity Expansion Sequencing Problem [10] 
The capacity expansion sequencing problem of concern here involves the determination of a 
development sequence of capacity expansion projects which will provide sufficient capacity (output) 
to satisfy a number of projected emand over some future planning horizon at the minimum 
discounted cost. 
Consider a finite nonempty set S = (1, 2 . . . . .  N) of independent capacity expansion projects. 
Each project j e S is described by an (M + 1)-tuple (Cj, Qu, Q2/ . . . . .  QMj) in which Cj(>0) is the 
capital cost of thejth project and Q~j(~> 0.) is the capacity of thejth project o satisfy the ith demand, 
l <<, i <~ M. 
*Conventional DP is an almost direct and intuitive application of the principle of optimality in problem formulation and 
solving via the basic three nested loop design, which was discussed in Esogbue and Singh [3]. 
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Let Di(t) denote the projected increase in the ith demand from time 0 to time t e [0, T] and let 
capital be continuously discounted at a rate r. We assume that for each i, 
1 ~< i < M, D,(O) = O, max{D,(t)  lt[O, T]} = ~ Qu 
yes  
and that Vt e [0, T] the demand D~(t) must be satisfied entirely by the output Qu from projectsj ~ S. 
Then, in its simplest form the capacity expansion sequencing problem [8] is to find a vector of 
project completion times (fi, t: . . . . .  tN) ~ R#+ so as to 
N 
minimize ~ Cj exp( -  rtj) 
j= l  
N 
subject to ~ Q~ 6j(t) >>. Oi(t) Vt ~ [0, T] 
j= l  
i = 1, 2 . . . .  , M, (21) 
where 6j is a unit step function, i.e. 
1, iftj<~t 
6j(t) = 0, otherwise j = 1, 2 . . . .  , N. (22) 
The optimal project timing function, as a function of the current capacity q, to satisfy demand is 
= min ~sup(tilqi>~max {Di(I')})} , (23) 
~(q) ifl.Z..M t,,<.r ,'<.,, 
in which q = (q~, q2 . . . .  , qM) denotes the current capacity vector and q~ = the total current capacity 
available to satisfy the ith demand. 
Simply stated, as a result of discounting, problem (21) can be reduced to the problem of finding 
an optimal development sequence of projects since it is easily established that it is optimal to 
complete ach project as late as possible. 
Namely, from a capacity vector of q it is optimal to construct a new project just before the first 
time that any one of the M demands, D~(t) would exceed the corresponding current capacity, q~. 
For any unordered n-project subset s, of the set of feasible capacity expansion project S, let f~ (s.) 
denote the minimum discounted cost of the project in s.. Let 
z(S,_ ~)= ~<~.<Mmin {sup(/i Ij~  , Q°>>'max{Dg(t')})} " , , , t ,  
Then by using the principle of optimality, we can represent formulation (21) as the following 
functional equation (24) of DP for any nonempty S,~_S: 
f,(S~) = min {cjexp[-rz(s,_,)]+f,_l(s,-j)} n = 1,2 . . . . .  N. (24) 
jean 
With the boundary condition f0 (¢)= 0. 
Note that if all the Dj(t) functions were nondecreasing, then equation (23) would reduce to 
,(q) = rnin. (','~suPr [t,I q, 1> D,(t,)]} (25) 
and if all the D~(t) functions were continuous as well as being nondecreasing, then their inverse 
DF~(qi) = ti would exist and would be unique and thus equation (23) would reduce to 
z(q) = min [DF~(q,)]. 
i 
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3.3. Test Problems 
We summarize below the test problems P1-P11. 
Problem P1 
A separable nonlinear multidimensional knapsack problem which has M = 2, N = 3, K = 3 and 
b - (8, 12). The values of the rj and qij functions ar~abulated as follows: 
x~ rl(xl) g.(xl)  g~l(xl) r2(x2) gt2(x2) gz2(x2) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 I 2 3 2 3 
2 4 2 4 6 4 6 
3 4.75 3 6 8 6 9 
r3(x3) gl3(x3) g2~(x3) 
0 0 0 
4.25 3 4 
6.25 6 8 
6.75 9 12 
The optimal solution ~ = (1, 2, 1) and f (~)= 12.25. 
Source: Ref. [9]. 
Prob lem P2  
A separable multidimensional knapsack problem which has M = 1, N = 6 and b = 9: 
Batch size j 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Profit R~ 4 11 17 24 28 36 
6 
Maximize ~ Rjxj 
j= l  
6 
subject to ~ j -  xj = 9 
j=] 
xj >i 0 for eachj 
xj: integer. 
The optimal solution i = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1) and f(~) = 53. 
Source: Ref. [ l l ,p .  292]. 
Problem P3 
A multidimensional knapsack problem which has M = 3, N = 8, K = 1 and b = ( -2 ,  0, 1): 
minimize 
Z = 5xl + 7x2 + 10X 3 Jr 3X4 + X5 -- X~ + 3X2 -- 5X3 -- X4 + 4X5 + X~ = --2 
2Xl -- 6X2 + 3X3 + 2X, -- 2X5 + X7 = 0 
XE- -2X3+Xa+Xs+Xs=- - I  
x j=0or  l j= l  . . . . .  5 
xj I> 0 integer j = 6, 7, 8. 
The optimal solution £ = (0, l, 1, 0, 0) and f(~) = 17. 
Source: Ref. [12]. 
Problem 1)4 
A multidimensional knapsack problem which has M -- 10, N = 6, K = 1 and b -- (80, 66, 20, 
36, 41,48, 10, 5, 10, 10, 10). 
The optimal solution R = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1) and f(R) -- 3800. 
Source: Ref. [13]. 
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Problem P5 
A multidimensional knapsack problem which has M = 10, 
b = (19, 540, 9, 360, 440, 480, 200, 360, 30, 480). 
The optimal solution i = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and f(~) = 527.8. 
Source: Ref. [13]. 
N=10,  K=I  and 
Problem P6 
A multidimensional knapsack problem which has M = 10, N = 28, K = 1 and b = (830, 1205, 
200, 462, 532, 500, 240, 400, 470, 498). 
The optimal solution i j  = 1 ( j  = 1, 2, 3, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28) and 
all other i t = 0 and f (~) -  12,400. 
Source: Ref. [13]. 
Problem P7 
A multidimensional knapsack problem which has M=5,  N=50,  K= 1 and 
b = (800, 640, 550, 500, 650). 
The optimal solution ~j= l( j  =4 ,6 ,8 ,9 ,  11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19,20,23,25,26,27,28,29,31, 
32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50) and all other ~j = 0 and f(~) = 16,537. 
Source: Ref. [13]. 
Problem P8 
A capacity expansion sequencing problem which has M = 1 and N = 4. The values of C~ and 
Qu are tabulated as follows: 
Project j 1 2 3 4 
Cost Cj 30 50 65 75 
Capacity Q,j 2 4 4 7 
The demand requirements are given as a concave function. The planning horizon T = 30 years 
and the discrete interest rate r = 5%. 
The optimal solution S*(17)= (4, 2, 3, 1) and f4(17)= 159.81. 
Source: Ref. [10]. 
Problem P9 
The values except the demand requirements are the same as problem P8. 
The optimal solution $4"(17)= (2, 4, 3, 1Land (2, 1, 4, 3) and f4(17)= 142.51. 
Source: Ref. [10]. 
Problem P10 
A capacity expansion sequencing problem which has M = 1 and N = 4. The values of Cj and 
Qu are tabulated as follows: 
Project j 1 2 3 4 
Cost Cj 150 280 350 400 
Capacity Q~j 1 2 3 4 
The demand requirement DI (t) is given as a step function; 
Dj (t) =, 0 t = 0 
D1 (t) ~'2 0 < t ~< 10 
D, ( t ) -  J 10<t  ~<20 
DI (t) - 10 20 < t. 
The planning horizon T = 20 and the eoatiauous interest rate r = 5%. 
The optimal solution S*(10) = (2, 3, 4, I) and (2, 3, 1, 4) and f4(10) = 694.62. 
Source: Ref. [14]. 
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Problem PI I  
A multidimensional c pacity expansion scheduling problem which has M = 3 and N = 6. The 
values of Cj and Q~j are tabulated as follows: 
Project j 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Cost Cj 10 20 25 40 60 70 
Capacity Qtj 1 2 3 4 5 5 
Capacity Q2j 2 3 4 6 7 8 
Capacity Q31 1 2 4 5 6 7 
The forms of the demand requirements D~ (t), D2(t) and D3(t ) are linear, convex and concave, 
respectively. The planning horizon T = 20 years and the continuous interest rate r = 5%. 
The optimal solution S* = (1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6) and f6(20, 30, 25) = 157.47. 
In this problem, the convex and concave demand requirements are represented by second-order 
polynomials, whose coefficients were determined on the basis of the cumulative project capacities. 
3.4. Analysis of the Computational Results 
Eleven sample problems were solved on the CDC Cyber 170 using the following four approaches: 
conventional DP, Wong's decomposition technique, the imbedded state space approach and the 
hybrid algorithm. The motivating factor is to conduct a comparative analysis of the efficiency of 
these methods; hence they were all applied to problems of a size they can handle comfortably. 
In order to insure that all algorithms are compared using the same criteria and programming 
skill, as well as sophistication, the MMDP [15] code was employed for both the conventional DP 
and the imbedded state space and hybrid algorithms, The decomposition technique was modified 
using Fortran 66, which is compatible with the MMDP code. 
3.4.1. Computation time 
The computational results are summarized inTable 1. For each problem, the table lists the num- 
ber of constraints (M), the number of variables (N) and the computation time for each algorithm. 
These results were obtained using the Fortran 66 compiler with optimization 2 (= OPT = 2) and 
executing the compiled program on a CDC Cyber 170. All problems were run at approximately 
the same time of day. In order to estimate the system-related variability in solution time, each 
problem was run 5 times. 
For the conventional DP of problem P5, the following results were obtained: 
train = 38.22 
tm~x = 39.46 
t~v = 38.73 
range = 1.24 
(range/tare) ×100% = 3.20%. 
Solution times appear to be relatively stable, with only minimal system-caused variability 
(range/t,v, = 3.20%). An inspection of Table 1 shows that the computation time increases with M 
and N and the hybrid algorithm is most effective. 
Table 1. Summary,of computational experience (unit: s) 
Conventional Imbedded state 
Problem M N DP Wong's method space approach Hybrid algorithm 
(a) Knapsack Problem 
Pl 2 3 0.58 0.27 0.31 0.23 
P2 1 6 0.82 0.86 0.70 0.32 
P3 3 8 1.22 0.99 0.82 0.42 
P4 10 6 25.45 18.75 6.43 0.81 
P5 l0 10 36,73 28.61 8.73 1.13 
P6 10 28 >150,00 >150.00 109.37 38.12 
P7 5 50 > 150.00 > 150.00 > 150.00 92.45 
(b) Capacity Expansion Sequencing Problem 
P8 1 4 1.18 0.88 0.25 0.19 
P9 1 4 1.19 0.88 0.26 0.22 
Pl0 I 4 1.14 0,89 0.21 0.20 
P l l  3 6 4.12 3.89 1.88 0.55 
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Fig. 6. Plot of computational experience. 
Figure 6 shows a plot of the computation time in a multidimensional knapsack problem. 
3.4.2. Accuracy of the results 
In knapsack test problems, all the algorithms yielded accurate results. But in the capacity 
expansion sequencing problem P10, due to the incorrect formulation for the optimal capacity expan- 
sion sequencing problem of Butcher et al. [I0], this algorithm failed to obtain an optimal solution 
using the conventional DP. This was also the case with the use of Wong's decomposition technique. 
This was shown to be the case by Esogbue and Morin [7] and by Erlenkotter [14], Young and 
Sherali [16], however, have presented a constructive derivation approach in DP modeling which 
avoids the possibility of obtaining an incorrect model as well as the necessity of applying difficult 
checking models. 
Table 2 shows a summary of the calculations for problem P10 using the imbedded state space 
approach. 
In stage 2 of the conventional DP, f2 (5) -- 490.98, $2 (5) ffi 4, 1. So, the conventional DP does not 
consider the sequence (2, 3) after stage 2 since its value is greater than 490.98. 
Table 2. Summary of calculations using the imbedded state space approach for problem Pl0 
q' E t'), / ,  (q~) $, (q') q' ¢ t')~ /2(q () $2(q') q' ¢ C*s /3 (q') S,(q') q 'e f l ,  f,(q') $,(q') 
I 150.00 (1) 3 370.98 (2.1) 6 547.47 (2,3,1) 10 694.62 (2,3,4,1) 
2 280.00 (2) 4 440.98 (3.1) 7 577.79 (2,4,1) or 
3 350.00 (3) 5 (j) 490.98 (4.1) 8 619.74 (4,1,3) (2,3,1,4) 
4 430.00 (4) 5 (2) 492.29 (2.3) 9 639A4 (2,3,4) 
6 522.61 (2.4) 
7 592.61 (3.4) 
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But as we see in Table 2, the optimal solution isf~4 (10) = 694.62, S*(10) = (2, 3, 1, 4)(2, 3, 4, 1). 
The reasons that the conventional DP and Wong's decomposition technique fail to produce the 
optimal solution are as follows. The case in which these algorithms may find a nonoptimal solution 
to the one-dimensional sequencing problem results from the equal state increments. Specifically, 
in many real-life sequencing problems it may not be computationally feasible to specify equal 
quantization i crements for the state variable q small enough to insure that all feasible cumulative 
capacities are evaluated. Hence it may be necessary to resort to some form of interpolation, and 
there is the possibility of missing the optimal schedule [17]. 
The use of the imbedded state space approach, however, insures that the optimal schedule can 
never be missed, since fn(q) is evaluated for all the (N)q E f/,. 
The more widely used strategy of omitting the constrained optimization formulation and writing 
the recursive relationships directly can lead to incorrect results. Constructive derivation of DP 
recursive quations proceeds by straightforward mathematical rrangement of standard formula- 
tion as a constrained optimization problem (something that can always be done). Young and 
Sherali [16] showed that the incorrect formulation can be avoided by this constructive derivation 
approach. The use of the imbedded state space, which actually exploits the combinatorial nature 
of the sequencing problems, guarantees that this incorrect result can never happen. 
3.4.3. Sensitivity analysis 
(a) Knapsack problems. The sensitivity analysis was performed by changing the r.h.s, and 
deleting some of the constraints and variables of problem P5. The following changes were made 
and their effects explored: 
(i) Changes in the r.h.s., b = (60, 540, 100, 360, 440, 440, 100, 80, 150, 150). 
(ii) Changes in the r.h.s., b = (80, 450, 120, 330, 450, 450, 130, 90, 220, 220). 
(iii) Deletion of constraints 9 and 10. 
(iv) Deletion of variables 8 and 10. 
As could be expected, the computation time decreases as the number of variables, the number 
of constraints and the component of b are reduced. 
When the values of the b vector get larger, conventional DP shows the largest increase (21.7%) 
in the computation time and the hybrid algorithm shows the smallest increase (15.5%). 
When the number of variables and constraints i reduced, Table 3 shows that conventional DP 
is most sensitive to this variation and the hybrid algorithm is least sensitive. 
(b) Capacity expansion sequencing problems. The sensitivity of the optimal solution to changes 
both in the interest rate and in the form of the demand requirement was tested on problem P10. 
Specifically, the interest rate was varied in equal increments from 2.5 to 15.0% and the form of 
the demand requirements was varied from the original form to linear, convex and concave forms. 
The results of these analyses are presented in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Figure 7 shows the plot 
of Table 4. By the reason explained in Section 3.4.2, we can combine the approaches into two 
groups; conventional DP and Wong's method; the imbedded state space approach and the hybrid 
algorithm. 
In Table 4, the results of varying the interest rate in equal increments from 2.5 to 15% are 
presented. Inspection of Table 4 reveals that the discounted cost of the optimal schedule was highly 
sensitive to the variation in the interest rate, as could be expected. An increase in the interest rate 
from 2.5 to 15% produced a resulting decrease in the cost of the optimal schedules of about 56.9%. 
When an interest rate of 2.5 or 5.0% was used, conventional DP and Wong's decomposition 
technique failed to produce the optimum solution, while the imbedded state space approach and 
the hybrid algorithm produced an optimum solution {S* (10) = (2, 3, 1,4), (2, 3, 4, 1)}. 
Table 3. Computation time 
lmbedd~l state 
Case M N Conventional DP Wong's method .space approach Hybrid alsorithm 
(i) lO I0 42.62 33.56 9.76 1.23 
(ii) 10 10 47.65 35.28 10.81 1.38 
(iii) 8 IO 33.62 25.73 7.88 0.98 
(iv) 10 8 28.61 21.27 7.32 0.87 
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Table 4. Sensitivity of the optimal solution to variations in the interest rate 
Conventional DP and 
Wong's method 
Imbedded state space approach 
and hybrid algorithm 
r(%) fl;(lO) S*(10) f~4 (10) S~'(10) 
(~ 4313)  886.17 (~ 31  ~) 2.5 894.79 4 1 3 4 
(224313)  694.62 (~ 3 I 7) 5 706.55 4 1 3 4 
7.5 568.05 (~ 343 1 ~) 568.05 (~ 313 47)  
(~ 3414)  (~ 3 141) 10 483.19 3 I 483.19 3 4 
(223414)  425.42 (2231 7) 12.5 425.42 3 1 3 4 
15 385.48 3 1 385.48 3 4 
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The results of varying this form of the demand requirements are presented in Table 5. Inspection 
of the table reveals that both the cost of the optimal schedule and optimal schedule itself were highly 
sensitive to the variation in the form of demand requirements. This could be anticipated since both 
the sequencing and the timing of the projects are functions of the demand requirements. Variations 
in the form of these requirements produced corresponding variations in the discounted cost of the 
optimal schedule, as much as 34.3% in some cases. 
When the demand function is linear or convex or concave, all the approaches produced the 
optimal solution. But when the demand requirement akes on the step function, conventional DP 
and Wong's decomposition technique failed to produce the optimal solution. This was one of the 
major advantages of Esogbue and Morin's approach [7]. 
As explained before, when the demand functions were continuous as well as nondecreasing 
(e.g. linear, convex and concave), their inverse DT'(q~)=t~ existed and was unique. But, 
as could be expected, the solution might not be unique when the demand function is a step 
function. 
3.4.4. Storage requirements 
While conventional DP and Wong's decomposition technique are multidimensional search 
techniques, the imbedded state space approach and hybrid algorithms are one-dimensional 
recursive search techniques. 
The hybrid algorithm is the imbedded state space approach with fathoming and relaxation 
criteria incorporated. 
Table 6 shows the final list length of each method in a multidimensional knapsack problem. 
Inspection of Tables 1 and 6 reveals that the performance of each method is directly related to 
the length of the list; the smaller the list length, the shorter the execution times. 
When conventional DP was used as the reference point in Table 6, the length of the list FN was 
the same as that of Wong's decomposition technique. But the length of the list FN was dramatically 
reduced in the imbedded state space approach (71.5%) and hybrid algorithm (91.2%). (Problems 
P6 and P7 were excluded from the analysis.) 
Table 5. Sensitivity of the optimal solution to variations in the form of the demand requirements 
Conventional DP and 
Wong's method 
Imbedded state space approach 
and hybrid algorithm 
Step 706.55 4 3 3 4 
Linear 834.64 4 3 2 1 834.64 4 3 2 I 
Convex 728.61 1 4 3 2 728.61 I 4 3 2 
Concave 933.20 4 3 2 I 933.20 4 3 2 1 
f~4 (I0) $4'(I0) f~4 (I0) S~'(IO) 
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Fig. 7. Plot of the optimal solution to variations in the interest rate. 
We changed the r.h.s, of problem P5 as follows: 
(i) b = (60, 540, 100, 360, 440, 440, 100, 80, 150, 150). 
(ii) b = (80, 450, 120, 330, 450, 450, 130, 90, 220, 220). 
Table 7 shows the final list length of the above experiment. 
As can be seen in Tables 6 and 7, the final list length IFNI depended on the value of the b vector. 
In fact, the length of the list is much more significant than the dimensionality of the state space. 
Shorter list lengths are encountered on problems in which the components of the b vector are small 
compared with the constraints requirements of the decision variables and the range of variation 
in constraint requirement is small. 
Using conventional DP as a reference point, we could calculate the percentage reduction in the 
final list length [FN[: a reduction of 69.5% in IFNI is achieved in the imbedded state space approach 
and 93.0% in the hybrid algorithm. 
Table 6, Final list length IF:el of problems PI-P7 
Conventional Wong's Imbedded state Hybrid 
Problem DP method space approach algorithm 
PI 27 27 15 9 
P2 90 90 I0 5 
P3 2 2 2 2 
P4 39 39 16 6 
P5 284 284 83 17 
P6 * • 1213 178 
P7 * * * 221 
Table 7. Final list length ]F~[ 
Conventional Wong's Imbedded state Hybrid 
DP method space approach algorithm 
(i) 363 363 107 25 
(ii) 392 392 123 28 
Tab~ 8. Total number of states evaluated 
Conventional Wong's Imbedded state Hybrid 
Problem DP method space approach algorithm 
P8 54 54 15 10 
P9 54 54 15 10 
P10 34 34 15 9 
PII 302 302 63 21 
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Table 8 shows the total number of states for whichfN(SN) is evaluated in the capacity expansion 
sequencing problem. 
Inspection of Tables 1 and 8 shows that the computation time and storage requirements are 
directly related to the total number of states evaluated in the capacity expansion sequencing 
problem. 
When conventional DP is used as a reference point in Table 8, the total number of evaluated 
states is decreased by 75.7 and 88.7% in the imbedded state space approach and the hybrid 
algorithm, respectively. 
From all these results, a ranking of the algorithms may be attempted as follows: the hybrid 
algorithm is the best of all, then the imbedded state space approach, Wong's decomposition 
technique and, finally, conventional DP. 
Both the storage requirements and the computational requirements depend on the length IFNI 
of the list F, and the total number of states evaluated. Though the imbedded state space approach 
mitigates the "curse of dimensionality" of conventional DP, this problem may not be completely 
overcome in higher dimensional problems, as we saw in Table 6. Fortunately, by employing the 
fathoming and relaxation scheme in the imbedded state space approach, we can reduce greatly the 
length of the list F,. However, as we saw in Tables 1 and 6, when the hybrid algorithm was used 
in problems P6 and P7, the final list length IFNI and the computation time increased very rapidly. 
It could be thought hen that there may always be a problem size above which branching and 
fathoming could make no significant contribution to computation time. Further experimentation 
is needed to clarify whether this is true. 
Following the approach of Esogbue and Singh [3], we have summarized the computational 
aspects of these algorithms in Table 9. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The practical use of DP  has in general been limited by the necessary computer storage and other 
conventional requirements. Over the years a number of ingenious approaches have been devised 
for mitigating this situation. By far the most important contribution one can make to DP  is the 
development of efficient algorithms capable of being used with present-day computational devices 
to solve problems of a large-scale nature. The fact that these algorithms have not enjoyed 
widespread usage in application indicates, at the very least, that they have not been either presented 
clearly or that reported claims have outstripped their actual abilities. 
The purpose of this research was to perform a comparative study of a class of these algorithms 
in sample problems and to evaluate their effectiveness in terms of computing time, memory 
requirements, accuracy of results and other measures of the effectiveness of algorithms etc. These 
wcrc analyzed in detail in Section 3 and summarized in Table 9. 
An  attempt was made to uncover some pitfalls in these algorithms and to dwell on situations 
where the use of these algorithms may pose a problem. The idea was to extend the work of Esogbue 
and Singh [3] and further the optimum employment of the algorithms discussed in this research. 
The sensitivity analysis of Section 3 is particularly helpful in exposing situations in which each of 
these algorithms may or may not produce useful results. 
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